Adaptation: It Keeps Going and Going and Going and.
The LTEE, described above, provides a ''fossil record'' of bacterial evolution under constant conditions over many tens of thousands of generations. Significant changes in performance, cell size, and genomes occurred over the first 50,000 generations of the LTEE, but the mathematical form of the long-term trajectory for fitness was unknown. Wiser et al. (2013) measured fitness in direct competitions between clones from different generations of the LTEE and found that fitness increased throughout the experiment. In one set of competitions, they found that mean fitness increased by about 3% between 40,000 and 50,000 generations. Then they combined much more extensive competition data, with samples extending across all 50,000 generations, with statistical and theoretical analyses to show that the fitness trajectory for the LTEE suggested no theoretical upper bound, in a manner well-described by a power law. Both clonal interference (loss of some beneficial alleles in competition with more strongly beneficial alleles) and diminishing-returns epistasis (declining benefits from beneficial alleles in a background of increasing fitness) explained the power-law relationship. The findings suggest that beneficial mutations will continue to increase fitness for many more generations-perhaps even millions of generations, at least in the LTEE-and imply that asexual organisms can continuously adapt over vast time periods even under constant environmental conditions. Wiser, M.J., et al. (2013) . Science 342, 1364 Science 342, -1367 A schematic of the REGRES method and how it facilitates identification of genotypes that underlie key phenotypes. Image courtesy of E. Quandt.
The 12 populations of the LTEE, in a candid moment several years ago. Image courtesy of B. Baer and N. Hajela, Michigan State University.
Morphological Innovation: Not Just for Animals
Studies of morphological transitions and innovations, which generate the ''endless forms'' celebrated by Darwin, have focused on eukaryotes to date. Bacteria also adopt widely varying shapes, but their morphological evolution is poorly understood. One interesting morphological feature of many bacterial lineages is the development of stalks. Jiang et al. (2014) examined stalk development and genetics in three bacterial species from two genera. The species represent three stalk morphologies (polar, subpolar, and bilateral) and 400 million years of divergence. They found that stalk synthesis is basically the same in all three species. However, morphological diversity is explained by evolutionary change in a developmental regulator, SpmX, common to all three species. Their data indicate that the common stalk synthesis machinery is relocalized in the derived states (subpolar and bilateral) through a novel action of SpmX that arose through mutations in the C-terminal domain. Interestingly, the ancestral stalk positioning machinery is present in the derived lineages, but suppressed by the action of SpmX. The implication is that SpmX was co-opted to control stalk position, leading to morphological innovation. Jiang, C., et al. (2014) . Nature 506, [489] [490] [491] [492] [493] 
Biofilm Formation Is a Trade-Off
Biofilm formation is a prominent adaptation that enables bacteria to develop resistance to intense challenges, including antibiotic treatment and oxidative stress, with significant clinical ramifications. Interestingly, populations that form biofilms in environmental and clinical settings can become culture-impaired, unable to grow in the low-density, growth-optimized environment of a laboratory culture. Penterman et al. (2014) examined this transition from an evolutionary standpoint in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, using a biofilm reactor to induce biofilm formation then analyzing the culture phenotypes that arose in the biofilm populations. These included culture-impaired variants that thrive in the biofilms but barely grow in culture, due to massive cell death. The authors found that the culture-impaired variants all harbored mutations that dramatically reduce production of a lipopolysaccharide (LPS) component, B-band LPS. In the absence of this polysaccharide, the variants are susceptible to a selfproduced toxin. Loss of B-band LPS explained both competitiveness in biofilms and failure in culture, and the mechanism applies to other strains that use different combinations of toxin and protective LPS. The stark trade-off points to negative consequences for bacterial populations adapting to biofilm growth, and to the sobering fact that culture-based sampling may often fail to detect the culprits in human infections. Penterman, J., et al. (2014) . Cell Rep. 6, [293] [294] [295] [296] [297] [298] [299] [300] .
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Variation and evolutionary change in stalk morphology. Image courtesy of C. Jiang.
Culture-impaired B-band mutant colonies compared to wild-type; scale bar, 100 mm. Image from J. Penterman et al. (2014) , used by permission.
